Roaring 20's & The Great Depression

Across
3. the deepest and longest-lasting economic downturn in the history of the Western industrialized world
4. the prohibiting of alcohol
7. Famous baseball player
9. Changed taxes cutting individual tax and wartime tax on high levels of profit
11. Created the airforce
13. One of the first famous African American entertainers
14. Goes to trial for teaching evolution
16. Invented machine to pre slice bread
20. resident or native of Oklahoma

Down
1. Giggle water
2. Were most migrants went during the great depression
5. Inventor of the radio
8. Slag for a police officer
10. Created the assembly line
12. Party girl of the 20's
15. 31st president of the United States
17. A dollar
18. A person who lives the big life
19. A flappers dad